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‘Thank goodness’ for more hotel brands
hotelsmag.com/Industry/Blogs/Details/96921

What’s the Deal By Daniel Lesser
 Daniel Lesser, president and CEO, LW Hospitality Advisors, New

York City

(The views and opinions expressed in this blog are strictly those of the author.)

The Coca-Cola Co. recently made headlines when it announced the demise of roughly 200 of

its more than 500 drink brands, including Odwalla and the iconic Tab. The opposite is

happening in the U.S. lodging sector.

At least nine new trade names have been announced since the onset of the COVID-19

pandemic. Included are: Atari Hotels, Curator Hotel & Resort Collection, GuestHouse

Extended Stay, Radisson Individuals, Sonesta Select, Sonesta Simply Suites, StayAPT Suites,

Trend Hotels & Suites by My Place, and Umusic Hotels. 

During the past five years I have been fortunate to serve as a HOTELS contibuting blogger

and have previously opined twice about the notion that there are too many hotel brands:

Brand overload and More hotel brands – really?. I find it remarkable that the proliferation of

hotel brands endures even during the swiftest and deepest downturn the sector has ever

experienced. 

https://www.hotelsmag.com/Industry/Blogs/Details/96921
https://www.hotelsmag.com/Industry/Blogs/Bio?forumId=779
https://www.hotelsmag.com/Industry/Blogs/Details/58109
https://www.hotelsmag.com/Industry/Blogs/Details/73909
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Consider the consumer pitches of the following recently introduced hotel brands:

Atari Hotels: “A modern hospitality experience inspired by gaming culture. Fueled by

imagination and built by our desire to play. Atari Hotels celebrates the past while defining

the future. Atari Hotels perfectly blends the past, present, and future of video games and

entertainment for a destination that offers guests a one-of-a-kind hospitality experience,

complete with state-of-the-art amenities for esports fans and content creators. Guests can

enjoy the latest in video games, experience cutting-edge immersive entertainment, purchase

exclusive Atari Hotels merchandise, and play the night away in retro-style gaming arcades. A

speakeasy and fully equipped nightclub will be available for adult guests, as well as themed

restaurants and bars. Atari Hotels delightfully plays with the themes of retro-futurism, pop

culture, and nostalgia — offering fun for the whole family.”

Curator Hotel & Resort Collection: “Is all about the independents. We're here for the

kind of guest who loves unique experiences, and the kind of hotel that loves to offer them. We

believe variety is the spice of hospitality, so we stay true to what makes each destination

individual, and help each guest follow their own stars.”

GuestHouse Extended Stay: “Targeting its efforts to meet the demand for longer-term

stays with an upper-economy offering ideally suited for conversions. The concept will feature

streamlined housekeeping services, community-centric guest amenities, and right-sized

brand standards designed to maximize owner return on investment. The brand’s impactful

and cost-effective room packages feature a crisp, contemporary feel suitable for any

environment, blackout modern window treatments, refreshed art packages, a dining table

that can be used for working and eating, and one soft seating element for extra comfort

during long stays. Each GuestHouse Extended Stay will feature an in-lobby marketplace with

fresh snacks and beverages and a food delivery partnership through a major meal delivery

service. ‘Comforts of Home’ amenities will be available, including optional complimentary

bikes, board games, and blenders for guest use. All GuestHouse Extended Stay properties will

offer laundry facilities at no charge to guests and will encourage guests to keep their routine

with an onsite gym or complimentary passes to a local gym.”

Radisson Individuals: “Radisson Individuals is Radisson Hotel Group’s newest affiliation

brand celebrating the individuality of each of our Radisson Individuals hotels. We bring

together hotels that meet our high standards of quality and service yet have their own

characteristics. Our upscale hotels are located in renowned cities, close to airports and key

business and leisure destinations. If you value a high level of service and quality but are

always looking for a real connection with the location and seek out properties that have

something unique to say and to offer, Radisson Individuals is the perfect next destination for

you.”

Sonesta Select: “At Sonesta Select, we’re all about making connections and delivering

amazing hospitality in the communities we call home. We’ve crafted spaces that fit your life

so that you can spread your wings and be yourself. Our generously sized rooms and well-
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crafted common areas make it easy to get work done or let go when it’s time. From a great

morning cappuccino to a well-earned evening cocktail, late-night snack, or energizing

workout, we have you covered. Jump in the pool with the kids, stay in to watch a movie or

enjoy fresh air with a book on the patio. When you join us you’ll see how the spirit and

warmth of our team members shine through day in and day out.”

Sonesta Simply Suites: “With locations all across the United States, our hotel Sonesta

Simply Suites provides all that you need for a great stay, and nothing you don’t. No-fuss, no

games, no costly unwanted extras. In a word, we keep things simple. All at a great price. In

our comfortable suites, you’ll find a simple kitchen to make a meal and a dedicated

workspace designed for productivity. Our apartment-like amenities add an easy convenience

to your stay. Whether you’re traveling for pleasure or business, Sonesta Simply Suites helps

you get down to the business of enjoying a great stay. What could be simpler than that?”

StayAPT Suites: “The comforts of home, even on the road. Purposefully designed with

attention to the details of everyday living, StayAPT Suites makes home feel a little less far

away. Savor a meal that doesn’t come in a to-go bag, get in a good workout, relax in front of a

favorite movie, and enjoy peaceful, uninterrupted sleep. We believe that being away from

home shouldn’t mean having to sacrifice all of its comforts — that’s why each 500-plus-

square-foot suite has a distinct living room with a sleeper sofa, a lounge chair, and a 55-inch

television; a kitchen with a full-sized stove, oven, dishwasher, microwave, and refrigerator;

and a separate bedroom with a walk-in closet, separate TV, and workspace.“

Trend Hotels & Suites by My Place: “Trend Hotels & Suites by My Place is a collection of

unique hotel assets assembled into a franchise system created for the purpose of providing

collective intelligence, support, strength, and value to each individual hotelier by deploying

the strong fundamentals and culture of the My Place organizations, principles, and people.”

Umusic Hotels: “There’s more to a city than its landmarks. There’s a heartbeat. A feel.

Close your eyes and the city has a soundtrack – a musical identity all of its own that embodies

the location’s spirit, swagger and soul. UMusic Hotels captures the vibe that defines a city

through its music. It’s an energy that draws people in beginning with the artists who have

been inspired to create some of the greatest music of all time. We choose cities that are

inviting and influential, ones that are rich in music culture – where there’s always more to

discover. And like music itself, finding that ‘something new’ to love is what will make each

UMusic Hotel visit special. Just as we draw inspiration from the communities that our hotels

call home, we are committed to helping these communities thrive.”

Let’s face it, many hotel brand descriptions are a bunch of gobbledygook. While introducing

new brands are attempts by lodging companies to enhance their management or franchise

fee revenues, doing so confuses travelers and in many cases alienates hotel owners. The

notion that “there is no such thing as too many hotel brands” is wrong.  
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Although many new hotel brands claim to identify and cater to unique customer segments,

there is little if any differentiation that clearly distinguishes them from one another.

Additionally, the more brands any one lodging platform has, the greater the risk of

cannibalization within the same brand family. 

Furthermore, many brand families are market saturated and the only way to add more

properties into their portfolios is by creating new identities. The lodging sector continues to

introduce an endless array of categories and choices resulting in overwhelming consumer

bewilderment, and the simple fact is there are too many hotel brands.
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